TOWARDS  A   SOCIALIST  SOCIETY
legal sanction. Property is the typical instance: laws of property
exist only to guarantee you in your depriving me of my right
to the usufruct of those things which are the common property
of all, of land in particular, and generally speaking of every-
thing which is not the direct creation of individual work and
intelligence.1
Therefore put not your trust in Liberalism, with its silly
belief in letting things slide, its purely negative philosophy,
its denial of the very principle of authority and control; nor
in democracy, which ultimately builds on universal suffrage an
overpowerful Government.2 Nor must you trust material reforms
like railways: they will only consolidate financial feudalism,
and are besides a universal upheaval of normal conditions of
existence—man working against nature.3 Nor will violent
revolution lead you anywhere. The problem is not as to who is
to control the existing machine, but how to build a new society;
and this cannot be done by violence and coercion. There is
one method, and one only: organize small independent groups
showing the new ideas at work; their practical influence will
determine an evolution which slowly or rapidly will ultimately
supersede societies built on conflict by societies built on
harmony.4 We are back in what some will call pure Fourierism
and Utopia - building; others, really fruitful constructive
experiments.
#	#######
Closely allied in inspiration to Fourier are Cabet, whose
ideal community in Texas failed to achieve any kind of life,
and Leroux, who may be said to represent the last of the
sentimentalists.
Of Cabet6 there is no need to speak at length. He was the
perfect Christian Communist, dreaming of a law-less, money-less,
1 Theorie du Drott de ProprittL	2 Politique gtnerale, pp. 126-127.
3 Dtraison sociate.	4 Destinee sodale, i., p. 182.
6 fitienne Cabet (1788-1856): journalist and propagandist; elected a
Deputy in 1831 ; sentenced to two years' imprisonment in 1833, and escaped
to London; returned to Paris after the 1839 amnesty; in Texas with his
" Icarian Settlement" from 1848 to shortly before his death. Chief works:
Histoire de la Revolution dejuillet (1832), Histoire de la Revolution franqalse
(i 840), Voyage en Icarie (i 840).
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